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This invention relates to a rotary gas mo each of which opens out through the periph
ery of the rotor and has its inner end in com
munication with the recess.
A ring 12 is formed with a hub 13 which
passes through the sleeve-like center 3 of
means for causing the piston to compress air the
cover 3 and is adjustably held in said

tor, the general object of the invention be
ing to provide a two-cycle motor, the rotor
of which is provided with a number of
5 cylinders
each containing a piston, with

in its position,
cylinder after
beforewhich
the same
reaches,fluid
the
firing
compressed
is introduced into the cylinder and the charge
fired and then the rotor moves to a position
where the piston will exhaust the gases from
the cylinder, after which air is drawn into
the cylinder and compressed by the piston.

sleeve-like part by the set screw 14. Some

of the anti-friction bearings 8 are located in
the hub 13 and a cam groove 15 is formed in
the ring. A number of bell cranks 16 is piv
oted at 16 to the rotor and each bell crank
has a roller 17 on its inner end which oper
ates in the cam groove 15 so that the bell
This invention also consists in certain other cranks
be rocked by engagement with
features of construction and in the combina the camwill
groove
during the rotation of the
tion and arrangement of the several parts, rotor.
to be hereinafter fully described, illustrated
18 is located in each cylinder 11
in the accompanying drawings and specifical andA apiston
connecting
rod 19 connects each piston
ly pointed out in the appended claims.
with a bell crank. A small pump 20 is ar

In describing the invention in detail ref ranged at the top of the casing and has its
erence will be had to the accompanying draw outlet
to communicate with each
ings wherein like characters denote like or cylinderarranged
when
the
reaches a top posi
corresponding parts throughout the several tion and the piston same
of said pump is actuated
views, and in which:from a cam 21 on the shaft 7 through means
Figure motor.
1 is a sectional view through the of
improved
the rod 22 having a roller 23 at its lower
end engaging the groove of the cam and hav
igure
2
is
a
vertical
sectional
view
through
Figure 1.
ing its upper end connected to the rocker
arm 24 pivoted to a part of the motor and
Figure 3 is a view of the cam for causing connected
with the piston. A supply pipe
the reciprocation of the pistons.
25 connects the lower part of the pump cyl
Figure
4
is
a
view
of
the
cam
for
operat
inder with a source of air supply and a pipe
ing the pump.
26
is connected with the bottom of the pump
Figure 5 is a view of one of the bell cranks. cylinder
below the seat of a check valve 27
controls communication between the
ingFigure
rods. 6 is a view of one of the connect which
pump cylinder and a cylinder of the rotor
In these drawings, the numeral 1 indicates the
fuel supply being injected through valve
the casing of the motor which is provided 27
into
combustion chamber. A check
with the water jacket 2, one end of the cas valve 28 the
prevents the fluid compressed by the
ing being open and this end is closed by pump
cylinder from returning to the pipe 25.
the end plate 3 which is also formed with A needle
29 controls the flow of supply
a water jacket 4 which is in communication into the valve
pipe 26 and this valve acts as a
with the jacket 2 of the casing. The jacket throttle
controlling the amount of fluid
is provided with the inlet 5 and the outlet entering for
the cylinders of the rotor. An ex
6 so that air can be circulated therethrough. haust
30 is arranged at one side of the
A shaft 7 passes through the center of the casing port
adjacent the lower end thereof and an
casing and is provided with the anti-friction air
passage 31 leads from a point immediate
bearings 8. The rotor 9 is fastened to the ly under
exhaust port under the rotor
shaft and at one side the rotor is provided to a pointthe
opposite the exhaust port.
with a recess 10. The rotor is also formed
From the foregoing it will be seen that a
with the tangentially arranged cylinders 11, charge
of fluid is ejected into the top cylin
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on the casing and having inlets common
der by the pump and then the charge is fired thereto
and to the chamber, a valve closing
through suitable ignition means including a one communication
the pump, a fuel sup
spark plug 32. The expanding gases acting ply lead connected to
with
the communication 70
against the piston in the top cylinder causes the pump with the chamber,
an air Sup
the rotor to revolve and when the cylinder of
ply
ai
connected
to
the
communication
of
reaches the exhaust port, the cam 12 has the pump with the chamber and having deliv
moved the piston outwardly so that the ex erytherethrough in advance of the fuel de
haust gases will be forced from the cylinder livery from said pump, cams on the shaft and
through the exhaust port. During a further
75
10 movement of the rotor, the cylinder comes in casing respectively, connections between the
shaft and said pump for oper
communication with the air passage and the cam onthethesame,
connections between the cam
cam moves the piston inwardly so as to draw ating
on
the
casing
and
the piston for operating
air into the cylinder and then after the cylin
latter, means for firing the charge of air 80
der passes the air passage, the piston, starts the
15 to move outwardly so that by the time the cyl and gas delivered to each cylinder when
under compression,
and means for adjust
inder reaches the top of the motor, the air ably
the cam on the casing.
is compressed ready to receive a charge of 2. mounting
In a motor of the character described,
fuel from the pump. As before stated, by a casing
a rotor chamber formed.
adjusting the valve 29, the amount of fuel therein, a having
shaft journaled centrally of the 35
20 entering the cylinders can be adjusted so as
casing, a rotor fixed to the shaft and work
to regulate the speed of the motor.
chamber and having tangentially
A gasket 33 is arranged in a groove at the ing in thecylinders,
a piston in each cylinder,
outer end of each cylinder to prevent leak adisposed
pump
on
the
casing
and having inlets com
age and the end cover 3 is provided with gas
255 kets. An oil chamber 34 is formed at the mon thereto and to the chamber, a valve clos
one communication to the pump, a fuel
lower end of the casing and has a drain open ing
supply
lead connected with the communica
ing closed by a plug 35 and oil from this
of the pump with the chamber, an air
chamber can be circulated by a pump or the tion
Supply lead connected to the communication 95
like to the moving parts of the motor.
the pump with the chamber and havin
It is thought from the foregoing descrip of
delivery
in advance of the fuel
tion that the advantages and novel features delivery therethrough
from said pump, cams on the shaft
of the invention will be readily apparent. and casing
respectively, connections between
It is to be understood that changes may be
made in the construction and in the combi the cam on the shaft and said pump for op 100
35 nation and arrangement of the several parts, erating the same, connections between the
on the casing and the piston for oper
provided that such changes fall within the cam
ating the latter, means for A. the charge
scope
of
the
appended
claims.
of air and gas delivered to each cylinder
What I claim is:under Fig. means for adjust 05
1. In a motor of the character described, a when
40 casing having a rotor chamber formed there ably mounting the cam on the casing, and
for enveloping the rotor chamber with
in, a shaft journaled centrally of the casing, means
a
cooling
medium.
a rotor fixed to the shaft and working in the In testimony
whereof I affix my signature.
chamber and having tangentially disposed
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cylinders, a piston in each cylinder, a pump
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